Allies Bombard Hitler's Europe in 2-Way Blow

Giants Fleets Make Attacks

British Air Ministry
Announces
For the first time since the beginning of the war, a British and Italian air
force
led the way in an attack on German positions in
the west.

The two international forces, with a total of 2,000
planes,
including several hundred British bombers,
launched their attack on German targets in the west,
including many
airfields.

The attack, which lasted for more than
six hours, caused significant damage
and killed hundreds of German personnel.

The British and Italian forces
were
supported by a
strong
naval
force
that
provided
cover
and
support.

American and British sa-

Invasion of Holland

The invasion of Holland began
on April 14, 1944, with the landing of
British and American forces in the
northwest
of the
country.

The invasion, which was
part of the broader
Allied
offensive
in northern
Europe,
was
meant
to
lay
the
way
for
the
invasion
of
Germany.

The
British and American forces
were
met
with
stiff
resistance
from
the
Germans,
but
they
slowly
pushed
forward,
overcoming
the
enemy
with
their
superior
numbers
and
equipment.

The invasion of Holland
was
a
significant
milestone
in
the
Allied
offensive
in
Europe,
laying
the
way
for
the
final
push
against
Germany.

Airborne "Chindits" Clash in Burma

The British and Chinese forces
engaged
in a
fierce
battle
in
Burma,
which
was
the
invasion
of
Burma.

The battle, which
was
part
of
the
broader
campaign
in
the
Burma
Area,
was
meant
to
open
the
way
for
the
invasion
of
India.

The British and Chinese forces
were
met
with
stiff
resistance
from
the
Japanese,
but
they
slowly
pushed
forward,
overcoming
the
enemy
with
their
superior
numbers
and
equipment.

The invasion of Burma
was
a
significant
milestone
in
the
Allied
offensive
in
Asia,
laying
the
way
for
the
final
push
against
Japan.

Reds Sink Two Nazi Ships Off Sebastopol

Russians Begin Test Of Russian Warships

The Russians launched a
series
of
tests
of
their
new
warships,
which
were
meant
to
challenge
the
Germans
in
the
Baltic
Sea.

The tests, which
included
sinkings
of
two
Nazi
ships,
were
meant
to
demonstrate
the
Russians'
ability
to
challenge
the
Germans
in
the
region.

The sinking of the
Germans' ships
was
a
significant
success
for
the
Russians,
who
had
been
struggling
with
their
new
warships.

Sedition Trial Lawyer Fined For Contempt

The lawyer was fined
for
contempt
of
court,
which
was
a
serious
offense
in
the
United
States.

The fine, which
was
$1,000,
was
meant
to
punish
the
lawyer
for
violation
of
court
rules.

The case,
which
involved
a
contempt
charge,
was
a
significant
success
for
the
government,
who
had
been
struggling
with
the
lawyer.

Liberal Policies May Defer Men Over 30

Course of War in Fall May Bring Reduction in Future Inductions

The
war
was
expected
to
continue
for
another
year,
which
was
a
significant
challenge
for
the
United
States.

The draft,
which
was
meant
to
ensure
that
young
men
would
be
available
for
the
war,
was
expected
to
be
reduced
in
the
future.

Both Parties Urge Choice

Navy's No. 2 Man, Democrat, Advocates Big Peace Fleet

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Secretary of the Navy, James V. Forrestal, a Democrat
and a former Secretary of State, yesterday called for a big peace fleet.

The fleet,
which
was
meant
to
pro\orce
international
cooperation
and
prevent
future
wars,
was
expected
to
be
a
significant
success
for
the
United
States.

The
fleet,
which
was
meant
to
be
a
display
of
the
United
States'
strength,
was
expected
to
be
a
significant
success
for
the
United
States.
When the Air Force Drops In

—By Kenneth Dix

When the Air Force drops in on a city, as they did on the outskirts of Berlin, it's quite a sight to see. The planes come in a steady stream, their engines roaring. The people watch from their windows, fascinated by the sound and the spectacle.

The planes are sleek and powerful, their wings spread wide. They fly low over the city, dropping bombs with deadly precision. The explosions are huge, sending up clouds of smoke and dust. The city is in chaos, the streets filled with debris and destroyed buildings.

The Air Force is the backbone of the military, able to strike fear into the hearts of its enemies. In any war, they are the ones who can decide the outcome. But for the people of the city, it's a terrible thing to experience.

The planes fly on, their missions completed. The city lies in ruins, its people left to pick up the pieces.

The Air Force, powerful and destructive, is a force to be feared. But it's also a symbol of strength and protection. In any conflict, they are the ones who can make the difference.
Four Sub-Committees Nominated to Carry out Curricula Plan

University Institutions To Observational Hospital Day Today

National Hospital day will be observed today with a meeting of the Iowa City Chapter of the American Red Cross.

MRS. ALBERT J. MURPHY

MRS. ALBERT J. MURPHY prepares the flour for her dear child's cake while she finds quick and easy ways of making cakes. She sings as she works as she rolls the flour. "Shaping the cake," she says, "is the most important part of the cake."

In the kitchen—With Mrs. Albert J. Murphy

Service Wives Club Members Will Sew For Red Cross Tonight in USO Lounge

The Service Wives Club will meet tonight to sew the Red Cross star for the USO Lounge in the V.F.W. Hall. Mrs. W. H. Davis is chairman of the meeting.

Professor Paul Olsen, University of Iowa

It is a research project of the University of Iowa, and it is undertaken in cooperation with the Red Cross, to determine the best methods of making the star for the USO Lounge.

Manpower, Material Shortages Now Cause Petroleum Shortages

The petroleum shortage during the war is due to the lack of transportation facilities from wells to refineries. The petroleum industry has suffered greatly, and the shortage of gasoline has been caused by the war.

Prof. E. C. Dobry, University of Iowa

The petroleum shortage is due to the mobilization of the country's resources for the war. The petroleum industry has been hit hard by the war, and the lack of transportation facilities from wells to refineries has been a major factor in the shortage of gasoline.

Prof. E. C. Dobry, University of Iowa

The petroleum shortage is due to the mobilization of the country's resources for the war. The petroleum industry has been hit hard by the war, and the lack of transportation facilities from wells to refineries has been a major factor in the shortage of gasoline.

Prof. E. C. Dobry, University of Iowa

The petroleum shortage is due to the mobilization of the country's resources for the war. The petroleum industry has been hit hard by the war, and the lack of transportation facilities from wells to refineries has been a major factor in the shortage of gasoline.
Athletics Shut Out White Sox, 9 to 0

Mort Cooper Gets 1st Win of '44 Campaign

Lithewriter's Home Run

With one on Ails

Robertson

St. Louis (AP) Mort Cooper

a first baseman who was

off the White Sox, captured

his first victory of the season

against the White Sox, 4-3 yester-

day. Cooper was 4 to 5 in

playing against the White Sox.

Chicago Takes 13th

Licking

Chicago Cuts

In second game of the series

with the Yankees, the

Yankees, 4 to 3.

Pirates Win Over

Braves in 8th, 4 to 2

PARKER (AP) May 14 (AP) - The

Pirates defeated the

Braves in the 8th inning

with a walk, hit, and two

errors to win, 4 to 2.

New York Giants win

3 to 2

Browns 3 to 1

Tigers Snap Yankee

Six Game Streak, 4-2

New York (AP) Manager

Bill McKechnie has

brought the Yankees to

the first place position in the

American League.

Washington Tills League

Leaders, 5-1

Washington (AP) - The

Washington Senators

in the first place position

in the National League.

Walters Wins Own

Game; Singles in 9th

To Down Giants, 3-2

Cincinnati (AP) - Bucky

Walters scored the

winner, which put

Cincinnati in the lead,

13 to 1.

Philadelphia (AP) - The

Phillies defeated the

Pirates, 3 to 1.

Vacanti Stars at Purdue

30 to 2

Vacanti Stars defeated

Purdue, 30 to 2.

The Majors

At a Glance

New York (AP) - The

New York Giants

defeated the

Browns, 4 to 2.

Northwestern Baseball

Team Smashes 8 to 0

Over St. Sheridan

Northwestern Baseball

defeated the

St. Sheridan, 8 to 0.

SUIT OFFICIALS TO SET

1944 Homecoming Date

SUIT OFFICIALS to set

the 1944 Homecoming

Date.

Chicago (AP) - The

Chicago Cubs

defeated the

Red Sox, 4 to 3.

Union Bus Depot

30 to 2

Union Bus Depot

defeated the

Red Sox, 30 to 2.

SUIT OFFICIALS TO SET

1944 Homecoming Date

SUIT OFFICIALS to set

the 1944 Homecoming

Date.

Regional: 3-1-1 RT

Regional: 3-1-1 RT

Reel CAFES

Sandwiches, Shakes, Snacks...
Mrs. Mary Naftzger
Rites to Be in Moline

Mrs. Mary Naftzger, 80, resident of Iowa City, died recently at her home and was buried at the Moline City Cemetery.

She was one of the 1921 class of the University of Iowa, and a graduate of the University of Iowa College of Science.

Mrs. Naftzger was a member of the Iowa State Teachers Association, and a member of the Iowa City Teachers Association.

She is survived by her husband, John Naftzger, and a daughter, Miss Jane Naftzger, who resides in Iowa City.

Mrs. Naftzger was a member of the Iowa City Teachers Association, and a member of the Iowa State Teachers Association.

She is survived by her husband, John Naftzger, and a daughter, Miss Jane Naftzger, who resides in Iowa City.

Mrs. Naftzger was a member of the Iowa City Teachers Association, and a member of the Iowa State Teachers Association.

She is survived by her husband, John Naftzger, and a daughter, Miss Jane Naftzger, who resides in Iowa City.
CITIES HEALTH AS REASON

Recent Dismissals

Resignations Leave

Five Positions Vacant

Last week saw a high number of resignations leave five positions vacant on the medical staff of the Iowa City Post. Dr.ists Health are volunteering their services to the war effort, leaving a number of positions open. The medical staff is currently seeking to fill these positions.

School Board Hires Two New Teachers

Mrs. Alice Bennett has been appointed as principal of the new junior high school, located on the site of the old elementary school. Mrs. Bennett has served as a teacher in the elementary school for the past five years. She has been a faithful employee and is well liked by her students. She will be missed by the school and the community.

IOWA CITY JUDGE APPOINTED TO HEAR

District Judge Harold D. Neff, of Iowa City, has been appointed to hear the Oberlin case. He will serve until Judge Neff returns from his tour of duty in the armed forces.

Iowa City Aviation Instructor Receives Instrument Rating After Des Moines Test

R. V. Williams, an instructor at the Des Moines Airport, has received his instrument rating after passing the test with flying colors. He has been teaching aviation for the past two years and is well respected by his students.

Servicemen's Orders for Christmas Gifts

Approved by WPA

American servicemen receive again another Christmas gift this year, thanks to the WPA and the United States government. The orders are for Christmas gifts for servicemen and are expected to arrive in time for the holidays.

BY ROXANNE

Red Cross Applicants Find No Positions

Open Overseas for Finehearted Women

The Red Cross is currently looking for finehearted women to fill positions overseas. The positions are for nurses, doctors, and other medical professionals.

Organizations

School Board Hires Two New Teachers

Mrs. Alice Bennett has been appointed as principal of the new junior high school, located on the site of the old elementary school. Mrs. Bennett has served as a teacher in the elementary school for the past five years. She has been a faithful employee and is well liked by her students. She will be missed by the school and the community.

Redman Cited Look

Of Driver's Failure

The Iowa City Post has received a letter from the state director of the Highway Patrol, complaining about the failure of several motorists to stop at stop signs. The director has requested that the local police departments take action to ensure compliance with traffic laws.

By ROXANNE
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Ledger Yoder Resigns Position on Ration Board

University Professors

Booked for Lectures

Several professors at the University of Iowa are booked for lectures this summer. The lectures will be given on various campuses across the state.

The speakers, signed through the office of university relations, have been appearing at various campuses since April 25 and will continue to do so until May 15. About 150 of the engagements are scheduled for the week.

The university faculty has been booked for lectures at the University of Iowa, Iowa State University, the University of Northern Iowa, and the University of Minnesota.

Clocks Issue

Prepared for the Iowa City Evening Gazette by F. R. Stouffer, President, and others.

Special Today

Roast Young Chicken

With Celery drifted, EYD Whipped Potatoes

Lettuce Salad

Red Beans and Rice

REICHES CAFE

ON TARGET BY TELEPHONE

Long range battery, these big trouble gases, carry on the radio, laying down a creeping barrage. The battery is supplied with a special type of electric power.

Prepared by a service company, the battery is supplied with a special type of electric power.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Wears calls keep Long Distance Lines busy

...That's why your call may be delayed.
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